
Wet & dry electric
shaver, Series 4000

Shaver 4500

 
DualPrecision heads

Pivot, Flex & Float system

50 min shaving, 1 hour charge

AquaTec Wet & Dry

 
AT830/41

Series 4000 - Protects skin, even on the neck
Shave wet or dry

Designed for wet or dry use, the Philips Norelco Shaver 4500 (formerly called PowerTouch) provides a comfortable

shave while protecting your skin. The cordless shaver's SmartPivot head follows the contours of your neck and face.

Protective seal for wet or dry shaving

Shave wet or dry thanks to the AquaTec seal

Fast, even shave

Pivoting head offers a quick and efficient shave

Shaver lifts hair to cut below skin level

DualPrecision shaving system serves multiple purposes

Conveniently integrated trimmer

Pop-up trimmer for sideburns, mustache, and more

Fully washable design

Fully washable design for easy cleaning

Easy to Maintain

One-hour charge provides up to 50 minutes of cordless use



Wet & dry electric shaver, Series 4000 AT830/41

Highlights

Aquatec - Wet or Dry shaving

The Philips Norelco AT830 PowerTouch

Cordless Razor lets you shave any way you

want. An Aquatec seal gives you the option of

either a comfortable dry shave or a refreshing

wet shave with or without shaving cream or gel.

Pivoting shaving heads

The three shaving heads pivot to remain in close

contact with the skin for a fast shave that's also

gentle on the skin.

Super Lift and Cut action

Flexing heads automatically adjust to every

curve of your face and neck to minimize pressure

and skin irritation. These low-friction

heads are rounded to further protect your skin.

To cut comfortably below skin level, the shaver

comes with patented Super Lift&Cut dual-action

blades that lift hairs.

DualPrecision shaving system

For precise results, the AT830 PowerTouch

features a DualPrecision shaving system

designed to effectively shave both longer hairs

and short stubble.

Pop-up trimmer

An integrated pop-up trimmer helps complete

your facial hair grooming routine. This trimmer is

ideal for trimming and shaping sideburns,

goatees, mustaches, and more.

Fully washable design

For convenient care and maintenance, the

AT830 PowerTouch is fully washable. After use,

simply hold the shaver under running water to

clean. This shaver also comes with a cleaning

brush for more thorough cleanup.

Rechargeable cordless

Enjoy the convenience of cordless operation at

home or on the road. One hour of charging

provides up to 50 minutes of shaving time, and

a quick-charge option gives you enough power

for a single shave.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs, energy

consumption and CO2 emissions. How? They

offer a significant environmental improvement in

one or more of the Philips Green Focal Areas –

Energy efficiency, Packaging, Hazardous

substances, Weight, Recycling and disposal and

Lifetime reliability.



Wet & dry electric shaver, Series 4000 AT830/41

Specifications

Accessories

Maintenance: Cleaning brush, Protective cap

Ease of use

Shaving minutes: 50+

Shaving time: Up to 17 days

Display: 1 LED indication, Battery full

indication, Battery low indication, Charging

indication, Quick charge indication

Service

Replacement head: HQ8 has been replaced by

SH50, Replace every yr with HQ8

Shaving Performance

Contour-following: Dynamic contour response,

Pivoting and Flexing heads

Shaving system: Super Lift&Cut, DualPrecision

heads

Styling: Integrated pop up trimmer
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